
Furniture Makers
Open a world of aesthetic options
with Metalier Liquid Metal



Did you know?

The concept of Liquid Metal

was the invention of a

furniture designer. 





While Metalier liquid metal is

used in many applications,

furniture enhancement is its

origin and its home.





Let us show you how Metalier can

offer you a way to elevate your

existing design aesthetic even further.





Creating with Metalier

Metalier is a water-based liquid

metal that makes things that

aren’t made of metal look as

though they are.





Metalier can make some metals

like steel and aluminium look as

though they are brass, copper,

bronze and so on.





Metalier can be patinated for an

antique look. It can be burnished,

brushed and textured and goes

round corners and curves. 

It follows the intricacies of a

carved or moulded design.





The mixed material is sprayed,

rolled or brushed onto the

substrate and is buffed, polished,

or patinated when it has cured.



What is Metalier?

Metalier is a real metal coating.

It is genuine metal powders in a

water-based proprietary binder.





What about
sustainability?

Metalier ticks all the 

sustainability boxes.

Zero VOCs in our water-

based binder

Recycled metals

Very fine metal coating





By applying a fine coating of

Metalier we make substrates

look as though they are made

of solid metal. Because there

is so little metal in our

material we use only a very

small part of the earth’s non-

renewable resources. Much

less than sheet or foundry

metal.





It is our mission to tread lightly

on the earth.





What could Metalier do
for your business?

Metalier is a worldclass material

that will allow you to offer metal in

your designs in a sustainable,

seamless and lightweight way.





You will be able to offer intricate

organic shapes that would not be

possible with sheet metal.





You will be able to offer your

clients choices and exclusivity.





Adding Metalier to your

palette will allow you to

introduce a material that will

preserve your design

aesthetic and enhance your

existing creations.





What next?

Metalier will make it easy for you to use
our material. We will train your
craftspeople how to apply and finish the
material to the highest standards.

Our coatings are designed to be 
user-friendly, ensuring that the
application is efficient and effective.

Our technical team is on hand to answer
any questions that may arise. Support and
advice are always available.

You can use our branding to enhance
yours, or you can keep our relationship
secret. We don’t tell if you don’t.

Our designer coatings are surprisingly
cost-effective.





Contact us

to begin your creative journey

with Metalier metals.

That Metal Company

Unit 5
13 Lyell Street
Mittagong NSW 2575

T: +61 2 4872 2441

E: letschat@thatmetalcompany.com.au
W: thatmetalcompany.com.au


